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19341 5 MELBOURNE CENTENARY FLORIN.

Whilc this Coin is usualll called the NIELBOURNE CEN'IENARY it should more correctlv be

called the VICTORIAN CENl'ANARV FLORIN.
'Ihe historical contert of this COIN rvill briellv be mentioned so that the making of a ckruble

dated coin can be understotttl.
;\lter manp' hits and misses it u'as finell' decidcd b1 pastoralists and adventurers to colonize the

Northern side of Bass Strait, although Governntent approval uas not fbrthcoming.
,\fter severalattempts by'Lt. David Collins (ltl03 - 1804) at Sorrento and Samuel \\'right (ltl26

- ltl2tl) at Corinella (Western Port) the colonizing of Victoria rlas not attempted as the French
had given up anv ideas of taking over parts of Australia.

Et'lbrts b1' the pastoralists, n ho h:rd formed the "Port Phillip Association", silw the arrival of
Edward Henty'and his famill' at Portland Bal.
-I'his llas said to be the I'r permanent settlcment br Europcans in the colonv lrhich uas later
callecl Victoria and the exact clate uas the lgrr'of Nol'ember 1934.

The Enterprise anchored on the Melbourne Side of the Yarra.
'I-his soon encoul'age(l John BatnlAn
and .lohn Faw krter to close irt on the
surveved sife of the \ al'l'a aIl(l
\laribr rnong ltir et' br Surr e)'or-
General Charlcs (;t'intes \\it\ back in
I 803.
With pl'ovisiorts reiltl\ all(l all sorts of
shitdf' deals tltxte it \t:ts a ",lohIt" tl ho

L" settlecl on tlte sitc of \lelboul'lle on

the lgtt' of ,{ugust I t135.

T'his ,lohn w as the cleput\
conrmander' of the "Enterl)r'isc" -
John Lancel and his snrall
contingent, the real tiru n(let's of'

)lelbourne. (John Fau krter' \r as not
there due to clebt problclns:lllcl .Jolttt
Batman \r'as llack in [,aullccstort
readv to nrove perrnanelltll .)

Edw,ut'd H ctttl'.

' \"r.
F rortt tltcre 2

lgjl 5.

The 1931 \\ ils

the CE\TENARY FLORIN n'as conceived rvith a double Date of

,loltn Buttttutt. ,loltn F uxtkner

I
I

lati
Dates

"tri'tJ
a

-"9 *'
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tor settlement at Portland & 1935 for the Centenary of Melbourne.
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CENTENARY CELEBRATIONS COMMITTEE
This Committee was responsible for the events which occurred between the opening on
the l8th/Octoberl934 by the Duke of Gloucester and over300 major activities were
planned including -

the chief organiser Brig. General C.H.
Paine.

a. The opening - with over 500,000 lining the
route from Port Melbourne to the Town Hall for
the arrival of the Duke.
b. Opening of Cookos cottage.
c. An all Australian Exhibition at the Royal
Exhibition building. (Huge catalogues available.)
d. Opening & Dedication of the Shrine of
Remembrance. (300,000 people).

e. Mac Robinson' London to Melbourne Air
Race (in October.) and so much more.
The Chairman of the Committee was Councillor
Sir H G. Smith and included the Premier Sir
Stanle,v S Argyleo
Norman Brookes,'W. Russell Grimwade,
Macpherson Robertsotr, 6 members of
Parliament, 6 councillors and a lone woman -
Mrs I. H. Moss.
The Director rvas Major General W. A. Coxen,
Jess and General Secretory Lt. Colonel D. D.
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The official Centenary Entblent The main poster for the Centenary.
..TI{IS WILI BE THE PTACE FOR A VILLAGE

Ertract from JOttN EAf fAl('S d'a,y.
June 8.- /835

Sir Stanley S Argtle (Victorian Premier) Lord Huntington (Victo rian Governot) Macpherson Robertson

The picture above right is of the Committeeman and in a way the financial saviour of
the whole of the festivities as he donated f,50,000 to the cause. He is seen with his prize
for the winner of the London to Melbourne Air Race.

Sir Macpherson Robertson KBE (6 September 1859 - 20 August 1945) was an
Australian philanthropist, entrepreneur and founder of chocolate and confectionery
company MscRobertson's. If you don't know him today think of Freddo frogs, Cherry
Ripe, Milk Kisses, Old Gold Chocolates and Columbines; also Mac Robertson's Girls
High school, Mac Robertson's Bridge and much more.
W. Russell Grimwade

Wilfred Russell Grimwade is the man who is now so important to us
coin collectors. He was a chemist, botanist, Industrialist and
philanthropist and a very powerful figure in the 1934/5 Centenary.
As a senior figure he was also the Art director, Music director & senior
director of most things, but not at the very start.
The Emblem of the Centenary had already been approved and formed
the basis of the FLORIN. After much work between the Australian,

Victorian & British Governmento the Centenary Committee, the London Treasury and
various Ambassadors, the reverse was approved in record time.
Before this approval Grimwade said the following - ".ls t'huinnun o/ the urts Committce
I critit'ist' tha olliciul Ccntenurt' Emltlem dapit'tirrlg u rrude mulc.fil4ura seuteil on hrtrsebucli
&t'x'hit'lr it is proposad to sturrtp on tha rcrersa o.f'tlra ('oin. Tlris ilesigrt rt,us clrosett n,lten

tha Committea wus irt its itr.fturt'y Perhups it is uppntpriutc ltccurrsc it looks n,orth ttlnut 2
;ltillittgs".
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It was he and various Church organisations lvho objected to a Phallus and bare breasts
on the Emblem, but it was a bit too late to do too much.
However, his importance lead to an1 tracc of a Phallus (Penis) and the Dies ancl Punclr
sent out n'ere eventuallv moditied in }lelbourne. u'ith the removal of the lett nipple.
It seems funny today, but this exhibition was to show Melbourne and Victoria as the
most British of Great Britain.
There were some extremely strange occurrences seen here -

a. The rejected and despised lettering of Australian coins seen back in 1909/1910 rvas
to have the King as both Emperor and Kingo on the Obverse of ordinary Florins.
Objections occurred everywhere and it was changed to only King and then
Emperor of India. Here he is both without any Latin on the inscription.

b. The reverse was designed as an oval rider and this was explained as follows -
"The last century was one where Horses ployed a very important port in exploration,
settlement, cultivation, and the development of every Industry in Victoria.
Victoria had also brought to fame two famous Horses - Carbine and Phar Lap.
Moreover, during the Century Australia has often been referred to as a nation of
Horsemen. The constellation of Centaurus which includes the
'pointers' is adjacent to the Southern Crass.
The undrapedftgure on the Horse represents young Victoria grown to full manhood,
while the raised forehoof over the Girdle indicates no trammel or limit to future
progress.
Really, a naked man with a penis and breasts seems to me rather ambitious for the
most British of citizens. (Fortunately, the Penis was removed earlier.)
The Centenary Trade Mark or Emblem was drawrf and designed by Napier
Waller in September 1933 and at I't was going to have a Car and an aeroplane,
but this was later not included.

c. The Dates were actually wrong and the l't permanent settler was not Edward
Henty and the l't settler in Melbourne was not John Batman who received all the
attention, but at least the latter date was correct. (Strange having John Batman.)

THE RISE of the CENTENARY FLORIN
The l't mention of the Florin occurred after a meeting of the Committee on either the 6th

or 7th of June 1934 and announced to the public on the 8th.

We also know that the minting of a coin was talked about early in 1934 and that the
discussions revolved around a Gold or a Silver Piece.
In 1934 the Melbourne mint received their usual Dies from the London mint for the
Sovereign. It seems to be unknown today, but after 1931, London still sent out dies for u
1932, a 1933 and 1934 Sovereign, althoagh they were never used and destroyed at the end
of each corresponding year.
It was decided that a Commemorative Coin could be minted to raise funds and the
FLORIN was then planned. (The idea of the Sovereign was shelved.)
It was also planned that there would be no mintage limitation to the Coins. (At I't.)
It was rather incredible that everything went right or almost right, as only about 4
months was available to design, create and mint coins between 2 countries so far apart.
Councillor Nettlefold, the chief proponent for the Coin must be given credit, as too the
Political clouto which caused both sides of the World to work in harmony.
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George Kruger-Gray was commissioned on the 9th of July 1934 to prepare the reverse
based on the logo with the following added -

a. FLORIN.
b. Figure of Horsemen in profile with torch redrawn.
c. Oval surround to be omitted with Centenary Victoria

Melbourne 1934-5 to be added. (A picture of the motto was
sent to the London Mint.)

Given 3 week and f,100 - Kruger- Gray was expected to complete this in time for the
opening.
The Obverse was to be a near copy or the same as a Rhodesian issue with the bust
reaching the edge.

On the 27th of July (only 18 days later) the committee received Kruger- Gray's drawings
and they were a little disappointed but suggested the following -

a. The neck of the Horse was not anatomically correct.
b. The lettering was too strong for the design.
c. The Torch was too close & touching the mane of the Horse.

Once done the Dies and Punches were prepared by the Royal Mint and the Australian
Government officially gazetted, the coin on the 8th of Oct. (By the Governor General.)
A letter of thanks was sent to the Deputy Mint master in London, from the Melbourne
deputy master (McCay) acknowledging four pair of Dies and I pair of Punches.
(t6n0n934.)
The l't Florin was struck by the Governor of Victoria (Lord Huntington) on the 9th of
October and it would seem certain that the lst were Specimens.
Striking of the lst batch occurred between the 9th and the 12th of October, with the main
problems being -

i. Producing the word FLORIN
ii. Bringing up the left hand (the one resting on the Horse)
iii. Producing decent rims or edges.

\lint- Vlelbourne - 53,1105 (75.000 struck) and released at 3 shillings each rvith 21.595
remaining and subsequentll' melted don'n.
OBVERSE - Percy Metcalfe.
REVERSE _ GEORGE KRUGER.GRAY.

WHAT IS AVAILABLE?
While no PROOF COINS were minted there were 100 SPECIMENS produced and
circulated through museums, V. I. P's and friends of the "Centenary Committee."
As well as this there are a rather large number of Proof-like coins and these seem to
have circulated with the Sale of the Ordinary Pieces, which were all priced at3l-,a50o/o
mark up.
Profits were to go to the Committee to help with the costs of the celebrations.
Some of them look like the 1934 Proofs which were done less than a month earlier and
probably the same method was used in some of these new Florins.
An order for Specimen (Proof) Coins for the New Zealand Coin Exchange owned by the
Dealer H. G. Williams, had been obtained for the 1934 Silver Set and the 1935 Bronze
Penny and Halfpenny and an order was also placed for Centenaries and at least 50 were
delivered.
With such a low mintage you would expect only 2 or 3 Die pair were needed but this is
not the case.
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FROM LONDON
I PUNCH PAIR - therefore I Obverse and I reverse.
OBVERSE DIES- 4
REVERSE DIES- 4

This was considered adequate but the Punch was sent out just in case more Dies were
needed.

FROM MELBOURNE
We know that the reverse Punch and all Dies were destroyed near the end of the month.
The numbers given were - 6 OBVERSES

10 REVERSES and a single Reverse Punch. (Hub.)
Therefore, Melbourne manufactured -

2 OBVERSES
6 REVERSES from the only Punch available.

The numbers written in the Die destruction book are initialled and changed several
times, but what is mentioned above is the correct number.
It seems rather absurd that 10 reverse Dies were used as this would put the mintage
figure at 7,500 coins per reverse Die and this is simply impossible to believe.
Hon ever, a Trial Specimen was sent to the Melbourne mint as a record piece and this
clearlv shon's ll'hat was happening.
i lrt, llr'r.!'rr. llltrrrh hirtl :r \ipplr.
I lrr. J r'r'r r'r'.t l)icr \r'nt {rul i'l'orrr [.rirrtlnll rrlr{r hrrtl the \ipple.
Under the full weight of the GRIMWADE and his band of the Centenary Arts
Committee's the offending "Nipple" had to be removed. .
Unfortunatelyo no correspondence of this decision has ever been found, but if it exists it
doesn't really matter as it is noted many times that the design was inappropriate.
Grimwade and his crew didn't have enough time to remove the offending appendage
due to the extremely short time set in its preparation. (Under 4 months.)
What we don't know is how it was achieved, but it was almost certainly removed from
the REVERSE PUNCH soon after its arrival. (No other Punches were manufactured.)
MELBOURNE therefore manufactured -

6 Reverse Dies without a Nipple to go with
4 Reverse Dies with a l{ipple from London.
2 Obverse Dies to go with
4 Obverse Dies from London.

FOY and GIBSON
The newlJl opened store - lV-E corner Swunstott & Bourke Street.

This company was usually abbreviated to FOY'S even
though, in the 20th Century, it had nothing to do with
any Foy - either the original founder of his children or
heirs. Mark Foy arrived from lreland in 1858 going to
the Gold Fields at Bendigo, but was not successful &
as a Draper he opened his l't shop in Smith Street
Collingwood. This business .ittst grerv und grew.
In about March 1883 (died 1884) he retired and
brought in William Gibson, as an equal partner with
clash caused Gibson to take over the business while
up Mark Foy & Co.

his son Francis, but a personality
Francis moved to Sydney to start
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Gibson decided to expand the business of Drapery and Hardware into one of the I't
Department stores and the business became a Universal Provider, which included a full
industrial complex and employed thousands. Outlets sprang up in Perth (1895), Prahran
(1902), Brisbane (1903), and Adelaide (1907) and in the 1930s the Orient Hotel u'as

demolished to make way for his city store. The business produced large 100 page or
more catalogues and knowing the problem of moving the Centenary Florins the
directors worked out a plan to buy 30,000 at 3/- each, and distribute them to customers
who purchase 5 shillings or more of their items in change for just the normal 2 shillings.
This was a success and 6,000 were sent to the Western Australian store and again they'

were gone in no time. 11 c tltct'elilt't ttue lhis husiltesr lt liu'gr gt'ittitutl,: .;. 'i !il!,,,1r 'ii .1

fltc nrinfagc rroultl ltrrrr llcrrt nnlr l3."l0tJ:trttl \lr:'lhrlrlt'nr.,rrnrrltl llirr,.'rlrir{lr 1 i r.r
Factories, shops, design departments, printing roorn, dispatch roon s, weaving roonrs, storuge
departments & advertisement deportntent over several squere miles of the Melbourne suburh oJ'

Collingwood.

The picture below shows the I" mintuge.

required
With this

extra pressure.
in mind it is likely (though not prov

Lord Huntington (the Victorian
Governor) pulling down a lever to
produce the I't Centenary Florin,
watched by the Premier Sir Stanley S

Argyle and the Lord Mayor Sir H G.
Smith. Interestingly he was given the I't
coin and promptly purchased at 3l- each
another 8 and therefore he became the
1't person to buy a Centenary Florin.
Though the picture is of poor quality, it
is the only one taken and therefore must
be used. I know the early presses of the
Melbourne mint and can recognise this
one as one of the Taylor and Challen 640

type which was usually reserved for
Specimenso Proofs and Pennies, which

en) that he was minting SPECIMENS.
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EACH COI\ T\ PE IS \OW GIVEN.
Many records are unreliable for this coin's manufacture and one must be carelul, as

much which is now written is suspicious or.iust plain lvrong.
By careful filtering it is obvious that the Governor Lord Huntington was minting a small
batch (or more correctly started to mint a small batch) of Specimen Coins.
The Royal Melbourne Mint letter to the London mint master Evens clearly states -
"We have completed the small special coinage of Florins, the Governor of the state having
struck the jirst coin on 11rt gttt inst. in the presence of the Premier, the Lord Mayor and
other celebrities, und admiration of the design - particalarly the reverse- was generully
expressed. One of them remarked that "this horse is alive, unlike the centenary hodge".

Duted l|th October 1934.
Also, as.iust mentioned I know that the machine used was a Tavlor and Challen 640
from the onlv known picture of the event.

TRIAL LONDON SPECIMEN
This coin is not available to collectors
collection and was sent directh' from

and is only found in the Melbourne Museum
London to Melbourne - with

rl
,

I
)

I
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I
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The TRIAL SPECIMEN has some impairment through the Obverse & Reverse rvith -
Obverse -

A circle around the I't G in George.

Cracks Around ORG, Crack \/ & KI
Circle above Cross.
Circle above 2nd E in E,mperor.

Gouge marks.
A large cud like rim mark under the right bust of the King.

Large crack rim to R to front of Horse.

Cracks through the w'ord FLORIN, circle behincl left arm.

The Obverse has a few polish marks in front of the King and is very much like a
\lelbourne produced Specimen and has the typical matte finish.
The reverse is again matte and has some interesting tiny cracks suggesting that it was
from the Punch used in some of the Melbourne Specimens and ordinarv Strikes.

Reverse -
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Mintage -
The Crown Point on

SPECI}IEN

about 100, but onlv
this coin is at 7 .5o/o,

about 20 have been seen.

the same as the London test piece.

Obverse - Has satin to matte fields with the slightl.v- polished semi-mirror King and is
the best struck ll'ith a perfect Beard.
The rim is flat, but not perfectlv centred with a thinnest part seen above at about 2

o'clock. (This can vary from coin to coin.)
This specimen also has some cut olT rim treads under the King's bust on the right side.
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Reverse - Has the same contrast as the Obverse lvith Matte fields and semi-mirror
finish.
They all have a full Left Nipple and the best Wreath available (see pictures next page.)
The other weak points of the FL or FLOR in Florin are perf'ect as is the left Hand on the
Horse. The Rim on the reverse is high (Wire-like), but not even all the nal'around.

The Specimen received a verv hard strike on the verv best Press and as such its Die
f'eatures should be the most enhanced.
The Specimen can be w'orked out easih' enough as it
full lef t nipple on the ridet''s breast. (Thet'e are some

coins \r'hich have this, but thev are extremelv rare.)

is nearly the only coin !vhich has a
Proof-like and even ordinarv strike

0o is basically the point where the last A in Victoria points to and this is matched to the
centre of the Cross on the Obverse. (This is not an upset but a marker of the Minting
Press being used.)



a. Has the best Wreath
The Specinren Strike

b.

f
E-

Has a reasonably Has a reasonable left Hand

Even though great care rvas taken, even in the Specimen the Rims, FL & left Hand are
not perfect.

DIE MARKERS & Polish Lines for SPECIMEN DIE - I A.
Note thut both reised lines und polish lines cutt bc Dic nrurkers.
a. This Polish line is allvavs b. Toning hides parts of raised
present in front of King. lines Above ER & OR but not

the polish line under EROR.
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&
Raised line above E V

polish line below.
e. Raised line behind

Knee.

f. A raised thr
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SPECIMEN
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polish lines in front h. Lines behind hoof
and crack in front.

i. Attached denticles to
Bevelled (Wire) rim.

It

There are lable.
SCHEME of 1A

Polish Lines - in Blue.
Raised lines - Die error or polish - in Red.

In the T & C - 640 Press the OBVERSE and REVERSE rvere fixed at about 7.5o to each

other which was the standard setting.

manv more avai
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The business strikes
Council through all

BUSINESS or plain STRIKES
At'e the main strikes minted and clistributecl br the C'enten:u'\
Banks in \''ictoria.

We lr ill call these
28 and 3C.

COIN 2

DIE 28 BUSINESS (75"1, in number.)
All have tvpical Nlatte to Satin lields and a slightll' polished semi-mirror Design.
(The reverse Cameo.)
Thev nere struck on a dillerent press to the Specimen's which couldn't la.v- the clesign
doll'n in so much detail and nere minted on a slightlv difl'erent Croun axis of 5o

The reverse Die lvas changed to remove the Nipple on all Business strikes, although
there are suggestions that a nipple reverse mav have entered the mix.
This coin rlas supposed fo be an earh'Strike but has plentv of cracks.
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The Obverse also has a large crack or cracks along the lolver bust of the King, even in
the earliest of strikes.
Handling marks are also seen, lvhich is diff'erent compared to the Specimens.

The Rims of the at'e Flat with a partial lip which isn't a full wire edge.

On the reverse - the rim has an irregular lvire like edge which is not as good as the

specimen but is obviously from a similar die.

I lvill call it 28 due to many differences and has some noticeablv harshness around the

area were the Nipple lvas once seen.

This reverse came from the Punch supplied from the London mint, after the nipple lvas

removed and is not caused by re-working the Specimen Die back to a derivative punch

ancl then converted to one of the Melbourne minted reverses. Only a single Punch lvas

ever available for everything as all reverse material w'as destroyed on the t't of
November and there lvas no Derivative masters.

Whatever wa1, it was done the reverse is a MELBOURNE made DIE, not a London Die.

The Obverse is from a London minted Die; one of the which had arriyed.



a. Hardlv an)' \\'reath lr ith
poor striking in earlv Dies.

Can varv from about 5tZ,

to 5DtYu. (Coin is Gem.)"ry*dph**ffi*J

tl. FL !vell str"uck lor a busirtess strike.

28 STRIKE.
b. ,\bsolutclr no hint of'a nipple.

but a \ el'\ gootl example
show ing Die \r ear arouncl
the position. (\ ipple renlovecl.)
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c. Hancl reasonable
tor a business strike.
Itut not as goocl as the
Specimen.
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The coin was like a reverse Cameo and therefore field polishing would have been

unnecessary.
Again, the reverse has little in the way polish marks, and is similar to the Specimen but
there are noticeable differences and it is obviously not the same die.

SCHEME Of 2B BUSINESS
While the obverse is similar to the Specimen Die it has many features which are
different and the reverse, which doesn't have a nipple, is Australian made from the only
'Punch' available - the London punch.
The \Ielbourne reverse Die a Melbourne Die and the London supplied obverse Die have
manl' cracks, but this combination is the most used for this Coin.

Blu e

Red
- polish marks which are lighter
- l'ilised lines but doesn't include

- \o nipple.

than the specimen and are in different places.

many cracks.

3 C BUSINESS ltzx only;
Business strikes are dominated by 2 B strikes, but there is a second, completely different
Obverse and reverse which accounts for most the rest and they are naturally called 3C.
These may have been used as the 28 started to deteriorate, but it is much more likely
that they were struck together on a different press.

Again, none have the nipple and all have the same surface as the type 2 B which is the
reverse Cameo or Matte-satin tiblds and semi-mirrored King.
Watch out in both business strikes for polishing done by the owner, as this can affect the
look (surface) of the coin and cause confusion.
The Die breaks can be similar on the Obverse around the lower King's busto which is an

early weak point seen in most 28 and 3C coins.
The 3C coins have an axis of 0o meaning the Rim, where the last A of Victoria points to
the rim is in exactly the same position as the Cross of the King.
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This simplv means that this Type was set up on a different press than the 28 which is at
5'/o.
Having said this the 3C coins were not minted in large numbers and account for around
l2"h in a count of 150 coins. (These may have been the largest type destro;"ed - after
around 21,000 were melted down due to lack of Sales.) While these were almost
certainly minted near the same time as 2B thev obviously were more of an new Die, with
a new Melbourne Reverse and another of the 4 Obverse Dies sent out liom London.
With a rather similar crack to the 28 coins on the King's bust it is reasonable to suggest
that thev both came from the same London Punch.
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f. Line from Y to Torcho ICT to torch and Rider''s chin
most consistent. (T to torch.)

2L2

above top of arm. Th e Zttd ir the
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SCHEME of 3C BUSINESS

On the Obverse the lines can be variable.
3C can be differentiated from 28 by -

a. No polished lines or raised lines in front of King
b. Little in the way of constant obverse raised lines.
c. No cross lines near Horses rear raised hool.
d. Reverse polish lines under horse, behind rider and around horse's

head.
e. No ORIA crack but cracks from letters to torch, raised lines

around base and I't C, line from Riders head to as far as torch and raised lines
above Date. Again, there is no left nipple.

!

,
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There
These

aI-nIF!H..- r

are several business
coins are scarce but

COIN 4
strikes which over-lap with the 28 and the 3C.

the 1't mentioned will be 2C.

BUSINESS 2C -Cross-pairing. (l-2oh onl\'.)

Looking closely at this coin the-

^. OBVERSE - is exactly the same as that in 2B although more cracks
and blobs are seen.

b. REVERSE - is very similar to the 3G reverse except it has a small
crack through NAR in Centenarl' and has some marks above and
below the Dot between the Y and the V in Victoria.

.d{.',;. :r, ""',".\&d,QI.l, -.. -F \ t,"tll ., ljt4..,i.. _;v.Y,#*Ed urr&'-tt\f n'';F' -,3- '.-."V:'ffi$ /1 ;r- lf lt\ --l- Lo-,,

The reverse Die llas starting to show a lot of general wear.
The Die axis of these rare coins is 0o with the A point on the reverse set exactly to the
Cross of the Crown. (This means the reverse Die is controlling the Axis.)
The coin was most likely set in the press which was making 3C business strikes.

* Some strange metal blobs also start to appear
on both the Obverse and Reverse, most likelv

' due' to Rust on the Dies.

G"!1;-=-:* '"t*-*
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COIN 5

There are several business strikes which over-lap with the 2B & the 3C- here is the 2n'l

BUSINESS 3B -Cross-pairine. (l-2% onty)
Of the 2 I have found, I can find no difference from the in
difference to the in the business Strike.

and no
Axis 5o

f*

0

A circulation Coin was thought to exist with a nipple on the reverse, but this has now
not been verified. (The coin was a Proof-like coin.)

BELOW is tlte FOY cuttl GIBSON ENVOLOPS used at tlteir stores witlt tlte Perth ortly type
particularly hard toJind. (I huve the shipping recorcls oJ'the 5,000 arriving in Perth.)

After striking manl' of the Coins in a few dayso the MELBOURNE mint did have a little
time to think about improving the quality or making even better Dies and so some were
produced with a different finish.

--rt-

,.q

Centenary Florin

FOY & GIBSOil PTY. LTD.
PERTH

Thir cnvelop€ containr a

(lcgal tcnde3 fof 3,'-)

minted by thc 'Mclbournc
Royal Mint nnd offcrod for
tale at 3l - rorgh.

Thcee coint utcrc irued in
1935, in which ycar the
Silvcr Jubilcc of King
George rnd Quccn Mary
war cclebratcd.

FOY & GIBSON II[Y. LTI).
lU cllom 3, f.o r4-Forl' hrln n

Pertb . Aldrllo

Thir cnvcloln cdriot I
Centslel1f Rortr

lnf.l tendrr br t. '- r

of which a limitGl inrc rlt
minrcd by thc Boyd llint rod
.rf,1y6l firr rdr rr 3.'- rrrh by
tbe lllclbouna - {mroarry
Cou"{ !o ommorrte tbc
l00rl rnnivtnrrv of thc
foundrti,on of thc Strto of I ie-
torir rnl Otl cf llellxrnroc.

aaoa
Tbcrc eoinr weno troC in tf,o
tcrr 1935, in rhicb Fov &
Gib*on h,v. Ltd. Gomrr?nd
thc c*nclion , o rbcis frcrl
dcpartncnl s.oro rl thc cor-
nc of Bourlc rsa Srrn*loo
S|rcotr, tdbourno.
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This was helped by a large order by H. G. Williams of the New Zealand Coin exchange
who had ordered 1934 Silver Proofs and 1935 Bronze Proofs and either Proofs or
Specimens of the Centenary Florin. H.G's clients were mainly U.S.A based.

While he received many Proof- like coins the main mail out was for 9 plus another 50

coins which what the Melbourne Mint called Specimens, but they were the Proof-like
coins, which will be discussed now.
As we know that Williams was suppling collectors all over the World and that he had no

actual Specimens coins with the nipple. His elforts caused English Jirms such as Baldwins
& Spinks to also order coins.
Though the Dies were specially prepared I will stay with PROOF - LIKE.

PROOF - LIKE
In 1934 the Melbourne mint had just finished a large set of 1934 full Proof Silver coins
for the New Zealand dealer H. G. WILIAMS, owner of the Dealership "The New

Zealand Coin Exchan ge."
There are 3 PROOF LIKE or near PROOF - LIKE types known with a known
variation on the reverse of one of the Three and some other important differences.
We can also say that 2 of the Obverse & 3 of the reverse Dies were made in Melbourne,
while I of the reverse Dies was definitely London made.
To those who have taken an interest in Proof or Proof like coins you will notice in
'McDonalds hand book' that he lists 2 and names them -
a. TYPE I PROOF
b. TYPE 2 PROOF.
While this is a step forward in this innovative time at the Melbourne mint it is way short
of what actually happened.
As well as the 2 mentioned there was a 3'd general ProofJike coin which was fully
polished compared to the 2 mentioned and this coin or coins were also sent to Williams.
In 1970, one of the fully polished Coins was purchased from the Williams'estate by Max
Stern & Co. and this coin was a genuinely different Centenary Florin.
This coin and others have now been recognised and they are numbered as Die 4D, to
follow from the 28 and 3C business strikes.

The Two Proof-like coins seen in McDonalds are now numbered -

il. 'f\''PE I - 5li Dies

b. TI'PE 2 - 6F Dies.

On examining the 2 main types here they are definitely Proof - likeo but many have
handling marks.
They also do not have perfectly rounded rims and other errors such as cracks, dots and
cuds are frequently seen.

The Proof-like coins were therefore mixed in with the so-called Business strikes and sent
out for distribution in the usual way.
You therefore need to be able to recognise them ss most have not been looked after in the
usual way, and the Public didn't know what a special edition would look like and had no

facilities to look after them even if they did.
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{ {}l\
PROOF -LIKE 4D (l -zYo only)

The relative new comer to the mix, the 4D is characterised by having a fully polished
Reverse and Obverse, both in the fields and effigies. (Polish marks sometimes circular.)
OBVERSE Fully polished and have -

a. A raised line after G in King.
b. Raised lines around centre of G E
c. A raised line starting below the E towards the bottom of V and hitting the

middle of the K.
d. A raised line through middle of E R and turning up towards the rim.
e. Flat rim with a partial lip (or wire)

g. The usual cracking in the King's bust is present but mild.
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REVERSE Fully polished and have -
a. A characteristic line above RIA
b. A raised line through top & middle of NAR.
c. A raised line betw'een T E.

d. A raised line C to E
e. Wire rim.

They have no specific Die cracks

The picture is still good enough to show the features of this rather rare Proof-like coin
with the number now found being about 4, but there is another surprise in that these

coins also come with the C reverse, which was used with the Business strikes.
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poorly struck up e. FL well struck but flawed.

a. No nipple

line R G V.

c. Raised line after G

21"9

STRIKE FEATURES - 1D
b. Good Wreath c. Obverse Rim flat w ith partial u ire

DIE MARKERS 3L

d. Polish marks in front of King. e. Raised line middle of E R
(Hard to see in this picture)

d. Left hand

a. Raised b. Raised line over RIA. (Always present.)

-
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SCHEME of 4D PROOF-LIKE

With a mirror finish on both Obverse and reverse the die polish marks are easy to spot

all through the fields, but they are often done extremely well and you need to look
closely for the marks. I have not found one with a nipple.
Red - raised lines
Blue - Polish lines which are sometimes circular.

( or\ tl

PROOF - LIKE 4 C (less than l%o.)

Die is also prepared with a C like reverse. (As seen in the business strikes.)
coins are again rare and don't necessarily have a full mirror finish

The 4

These

Ther are seen with -

a. A cross betlveen a matte llke finish and a polish
b. ^\ full mirror finish seen, but the Obverse is not
The main differences are with extra Die cracks on

the C except it has several cuds or blobs.

finish.
as mirror like as the 4f).

the Obverse, but the reverse is like
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SCHEME of 4C Semi-proof like.

Tvpe I

Have Polishecl rnirror like lields

DIE 5E 3.sNA

ancl CIA\lEO (\'I:rtte) Design.
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5E PITOOI.-- I,IK[- ST'RIKE
'l-huugh better than fhe Btrsiness strikcs flter tlo have trro vc'rt noticeablc lreak point.
a. Fl- rrot struck up & O slightlr ckrubletl (diamoncl also neak.) b. \\'reath ucak.
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c.. No nip

d. Raised lines on Denticles a
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Blobs 3 & 5.
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(See picture in ,4CB .4ugust 2007 p. 3l l'incent l'erheyen.fitr u hetter Cuneo Iook.)

5E PROOF _ LIKE DIE MARKERS
lines Orb to E. b. Raised line E to above R c. Polish lines from chin
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the strike up of th
Never-the-less the

Overall the Proof like 1D have a better
strike than the business t)'p€s, but the
overall coin is a little disappointitrg,
mainh' due to time constraints.
The rims on both sides are not uniform

lll' poor and there are small errors seen.

niticent e1'e appeul.
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SCHEME of 5E Proof like.

With the reverse the polish lines are found over most of the relief (not on the effigy) The

raised lines over FL and I are extremely common and the Green represents a soft strike
up of the FL., preceding diamond and the foot of the horse. This is seen in all5E's
except for I which has it normal.
The other raised points on the reverse & obverse are harder to pick up & the E V line is
only tentative at this stage as it is often hard to see.

PROOF LIKE 2 (No nipple or 6F ) 5.5oh

There is no

There are
like Type
coins.

nipple.

2 Types of 6F or we can call them 6Fa and 6Fb or simply Proof-
used for these2a and Type 2b as there were 2 polishing methods

OVERVIEW
DIE 6Fa (No nipple.) - the most common proof-like Coin.

The rims of this Coin are similar to the previous 5E but have different Lathe lines.

The overall appearances vary as many Type 2 of 6Fos are now seen and it is now fair to
say that 2 types of surfaces were manufactured.

a. 75oh with Cameo effigy and mirror fields.

b. 25V" (or 1 in 4) have a more even full polish without Cameo effigy where the

foreground and background are polished which is similar to the 4D.

This type usually has the best wreath of all except for the Specimen and is more

common than the 5E or Type l.
Generally the Obverse fields don't have a lot of polish lines, but the reverse fields have

been polished harder than the previous Proof.

Again, these coins were not handled as Proofls as various marks are seen post strike as

thev ll'ere bundled off to customers.
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{-{}l\ l{l itit{-l il
CAMEO TYPE - 6Fa

COMPLETE MIRROR-FINISH - 6Fb

An enlarge picture of the full mirror is given next page and it is fair to say that some had the
effigy sand-blasted and others didn't.
This is in keeping with time restraints for the Mint due to the Dies having to be destroyed by the
end of the month, under orders from the Centenary Committee.
One interest point to help with recognition is that all 6F's so far found have a raised line through
the Tail of the Horse which is easy to see with xl0 magnification.
Even though both the 5E and 6F are special strikes both still have little cracks through the bust
on the righthand side, but not as bad as other coins.
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With the full mirror finish the polish lines are easier to see behind the King, while with the more
common Cameo they are not as pronounced.
However, polish lines in front of the King are very easy to see in both types.

When considering the Crown point position with these we get a 2.5o angle, which is the only time
it is seen.

The 5E angle is 0o which means these Proof-like types were done differently and on a different
press.

6Fb* PROOF LIKE
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S'[RIKE ot'6[-'
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DIE MARKERS of 6F

il.. Raised lines again from chin, but
also along the f ront of King's bust.

b. Raised lines in front of King
between V & K.
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Raised lines around OURNE & Tail.
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f. Marks around foot. g. Flat rim, less lathe lines.
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e. Raised line- Tail.
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h. Raised lines in front of Head and hoof, lines through Y to Victoria
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fI # \, l;iljj'
SCHEME of 6F Proof like.

Intense polishing can be seen all over the field and the main raised lines are really polish
lines.
The exception is the crack through the Tail which is seen on all 6F's that I have seen.

I find the polish marks easier to see with the naked eye with the full mirror type, but
both are easy to see with small magnification.
The 6F or Type 2 is the most common proof and it is my personal preference as the best-
looking Centenary Coin, especially when the full Cameo shows out.
Others prefer the beautiful strike of the Specimen which has the best wreath and the
best rim.
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PROOF LIKE 2B (Nipple or 6G).
The Obverse is close to the 6F but this is much rarer rvith onll'3 tbund so far.
Only' close ups are seen here with the Obverse similar to the other 6's but a rtrised line
li'om the V to the King's eye is present, but it nray not be diagnostic :ts it can be vaguely
made out with some of the coins lvithout the nipple.
Vlore than 3 coins are needed befbre we can be certain but if vou can see the line the
Nipple should be present on the reverse.

OBVERSE

,/;
,f.

The nipple is pronlinent

The Strike
l'Aised lines
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is the same as that seen on

are also the same, except
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the no nipple coins and the polish and
in f ront of the King.

REVTRSE
and in the right position and has an excellent
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The'BOSS' of these coins again needs to be emphasised and this nas the Chairman
Russell Grimwade,

Again from the Argus on the 21't of June 1934 (p. I l) the chairman of the Arts
Committee Russell Grimlvade criticised the official Centenarv emblem "depicting u nude
mule.figure, seuted on horsebuck & heuring uloft u.flunring torch" "Tltis design was chosen
when tlte Centenary cortrtcil wcts itt its inJtutcy. Perhups it is uppropriute becunse it looks
wortlt about trvo slrillings."
Immediately after this, the vote lvas taken to accept the Coin design, but it was too late
for Grimlvade and his crew and so the unpopular design was accepted and the Punch Pair
and 4 Die pairs arrived in Melbourne lvithout change.

Grimwade was such a polverful figure during the Centenary, being also Boss of the Music
Committee to go with bossing in the Arts Committee; and he certainlv threw his weight
around.
He was able to secure 3,000 members of Church Choir's to perfbrm at the closing
ceremonv & he also disallowed Lights on the new Centenarv Fountain and allolved or
disallowed manJ- other activities.
It was also he rvho pushed all the 'False History' to the Limits by donating Captain
Cook's cottage for the Centenary. (It was nothing of the sort.) He also got away with
declaring Batman was the Founder of Melbourne, which was rather sillv, as it is
completely incorrect. The reason he did this lvas a simple exercise in self- importance as

he was the owner of 6letters written by Batman between 1830 and 1835 and he received
many accolades lbr his donation of these to the Melbourne Library'. (As the founder of
Melbourne.)
It is now evident through the lvork of Assoc. Prof. V. Verheven, that plain trial pieces

are in the British Museum.
The.v- occur without a Nipple, but these pieces don't hal'e many polish marks and in tact
don't have the f'eatures seen on any of the Pieces struck in Melbourne, except lbr a small
dot between the horse's rump and tail.
Whatever they are doing there I don't know, but this Trial master was definitely not the
Nlaster sent out from London to Melbourne, nor the Trial piece sent to Melbourne fiom
London lvhich had the left nipple. A trial London Specimen reverse is shown below which
seems to have difl'erent die markers than an1'Coins minted - including a raised line from
the diamond to the F in Florin.

Pictu re

cu rtesy
Vincent

Verheyen



The crown point is the position
exactly at 0o or turn clocklvise

CROWN POINT
of the Cross to the last A

to 2.5o, 5o o r 7.5o.

23r

in Victoria and thev can match
!

0" 2.50 50 7.500o

DIE PAIRINGS (TYPES)

IA IA 7.50 <1,,1, London reverse a.

2B 2B 5.00 7 s',h No nipple -Melbourne reverse a.

3C 3C 0.00 13,,h No nipple -Melbourne reverse b.

2C 2C 0,00 | -201, No nipple-Melbourne reverse b.

3B 3B 5.00 l-2rh No nipple-Melbourne reverse a.

Not l'et studied.

4D 4D 7.50 <0.lnl, Fulh, polished No nipple
Melbourne reverse c.

4C 1C '/ .50 l "/o Full)' polished but not as

consistent as 4D. No nipple
Melb. Reverse c.

5E 5E 0.00 3.5n1, Proof Cameo - No nipple
I\lelbourne Obverse 5,

Melbourne reverse d.

6Fa 6F ){o
- 

o!' 5.5"h Proof Cameo no nipple
I\lelbourne Obverse 6o Melb.
Reverse e.

6Fb 6F )<o
t a-' Fully polished. No nipple

Melbourne 6e.

6G. 6E-N ){o <0.11,/n Cameo or fully' polished Nipple
Vlelbourne obverse 6, London
reverse bo c or d.
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Of the l2 coins mentioned -
a. have a nipple with the 6 not 1'et studied ancl probll cloesn't

exist.
b. The London Mint supplied 4 Obverses -

Obverse 1 - used for the Specimen.

Obverse 2 - used for business strike I in 2B or cross strike 2C

Obverse 3 - used for business strike 2 in 3C or cross-strike 38
Obverse 4 - Used for fully polished 4D or semi-proof 4C.

c. The London mint suppled 4 reverses - all lvith nipples.
Reverse a - used with the Specimen

Reverse b

Reverse c

Reverse d

Used for Coins such as 6G

nipple, otherwise not used.

d. The Melbourne mint supplied 2 Obverses -
Obverse 5 - used lbr Proof-like 5E
Obverse 6 - used for Proof like 6Fa, b and c.

e. The Melbourne Mint supplied 6 Reverses. (All wifhout a nipple.)
Rel'erse a - used lbr 2B and 3B cross lvithout Nipple.
Reverse b - used for 3C or 2C cross

Reverse c - used lbr 4D proof like 6r

Reverse d - used for 5E proof like. 6r

Reverse e - used for 6F no nipple proof-like coins
Reverse f - probabll' used in exirerimentation of the D's or the

diflerent E's (polished & Cameo).
f. There lvas onlt' one Obverse and one reverse Punch ever sent to Melbourne

fronr London and this Punch lvas similar to the Specimen Trial piece lvhich
was later sent to the Melbourne Museum collection.
With the destruction of the reverse Punch (along with all Dies), on the I't of
November 1935 rve have the actual mechanism for the production of the
Melbourne made Dies.

Therefbreo all Melbourne reverse Dies lvere minted directlv from the London Punch

after the offending Nipple lvas removed.
By the 1930's the Nlelbourne mint had perl'ected the TASK of removing parts of
anything fiom a Punch although the 1934 Threepence and the 1933 Pennl'and
Hallpennl' still shorved flalvs with overdates occurring.
At l't there is lumpiness around the nipple area in the Business strikes, but bv the Time
of the Prool'-like coins. these defects had been removed.

Centenory stutrtps' - ltuve Butntun retnoved

:t';1.1
" di**11

{^r$d
',d
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RIMS - POLISH
MADE OBVERSE REVERSE FINISH

Coin 6 business is not mentioned. Gc is one of the London Dies.

No N means no Nipple Types E und F Obverse are Flat but can have a bevelled edge,

CONCLUSION
Most Melbournians had no idea that the Centenary lasted until June 1935 or over a

nine-month period, but on the whole, while the Celebrations were not a complete
success, they did show a profit of over 93,000.
The Florins finding a new home numbered 53.405 with the remainder being melted
dolvn.
While the sale of 75,000 would have seen a Profit of about f,3,750 the final figure was a

profit of 92,600, which was satisfactory.
W. Mullett gives the figures to Treasury as follows -

34,000 - by the l2th of October 1934

41,000 - by the 15th of October 1934

75,000 total.
lle commenced work at the Mint as a junior Technical officer on the l't of June 1936

and even though he could have talked to the workers at the time these figures are most
likely incorrect.
The figure for the 15th of October was probably 411000 in all and many more Florins
including Proof-likes arrived after the Date, but all before the 1't of November.
Figures of different Die Types are distorted because of melt downs, which appear to
have been rather dramatic to the number of 3C coins in particular.
With the 2 major Proofs seen as Proof I and 2 if the percentage is correct then with
53.105 coins released then about l,860lvere Type l- proof and 2,90011'ere Type 2 proof.

London I - Flat A-Wire -nipple Fields - Matte-satin Effigy- sl. Polish

London O
Melbourne R

Z-part lip
B- wire no N

Matte-Satin - sl. Polish.
Matte Satin - sl. Polish.

London O
Melbourne R

3-part lip
C-wirenoN

As above.

London O
Melbourne R

Z-Part lip
C-wirenoN

As above.

London O
Melbourne R

3- part lip
B-wirenoN

As above

London O
Melbourne R

 -part lip
D - wire no Nl

Full polish
Full polish

London O
Melbourne R

4-part lip
C-wirenoN

Full polish but can vary
Full polish but can vary.

Melbourne O
Melbourne R

5 - Wire
E-FlatnoN

Cameo effigy - mirror fields.
Cameo effigy - mirror fields.

Melbourne O
Melbourne R

6a - Wire
Fa- flat no N

Cameo effigy - mirror finish
Cameo effigy - mirror finish

Melbourne O
Melbourne R

6b - Wire
Fb-flat no N

Fully polished
Fullv polished.

Melbourne O
London R

6c - Wire
Gc - flat-Nipple

Can be either fully polished or Cameo
on both sides.


